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Former NASA Flight Controller, Golden-Kite-Award-Winning Author
What People Are Saying About This Book:
Five Stars! “As a Media Specialist of an elementary
school I highly suggest this book as a great read and tool
for the classroom.” barnesandnoble.com, 6-12-03.
“Dyson, who worked at NASA as a mission controller,
makes a solid case for moon exploration and helps readers
imagine what it will be like. ... Detailed captions accompany
the colorful illustrations, which include impressive
photographs, maps, paintings and digital pictures. Each
chapter ends with a suggested activity, such as making an
edible moon rock or building a model of a lunar explorer. …
Clear writing, vivid images, interesting details, and quotes
from astronauts and scientists make this a lively, fact-filled
introduction." Carolyn Phelan, Booklist, July 2003.
Home on the Moon was selected for serialization in the
Denver Post Colorado Kids Section, Fall, 2003.
"Gr. 4-6. A former NASA Mission Controller turns real estate agent, of sorts, in this engaging look at
the Moon's history, resources, and potential as a site for future colonization. After hitching a vicarious
ride aboard Apollo 8, Dyson delves into the Moon's origins, explains which resources future settlers
will find and which they will need to bring with them, describes the difficulties of the journey there, and
offers general suggestions about colony design. Enhanced by plenty of big, clear, color photos and
artists' conceptions; four low-tech science activities; and fact summaries about the Moon and the
Apollo program, this title should not only be popular for reports, but is also apt to inspire a yen in more
than a few young readers to walk where the astronauts walked. - John Peters, New York Public
Library. School Library Journal, Sept. 2003.
“Images from NASA files, artistic renditions of a moon colony, hands-on activities and a list of men
who have orbited or walked on the moon will hold the interest of ages 8-12.” Jane Lichtenberg, The
Indianapolis Star, 5-11-03.

INVITE AUTHOR TO SPEAK AT YOUR SCHOOL OR CONFERENCE!
LEARN LUNAR GEOGRAPHY - VISIT THE ANIMATED MOON MAP:

www.MarianneDyson.com
Published by National Geographic. Home on the Moon (ISBN 0-7922-7193-9) is available at
your local bookstore and online.
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